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THE PEOPLE BEHIND THE PROGRAMS
Each year when I review the pro bono work performed here at Fenwick & West, I feel personally
inspired. I am impressed not only by the sheer number of hours our attorneys dedicate and the
amazing outcomes they achieve but also by their personal commitment. While we at Fenwick are
pleased to offer all of our attorneys the opportunity to provide pro bono legal services to those who
might otherwise go unrepresented, it takes dedicated individuals to turn that opportunity into
tangible results.
This year’s report will give you an overview of those results. It will show you some of what more
than 11,000 pro bono hours valued at over $5 million in legal fees in a single year can accomplish.
But more importantly, it will give you an insight into what motivates our attorneys to devote their
time and expertise to helping those less fortunate.
It is the passion of these individual attorneys that makes the pro bono work at Fenwick something
that we can all be proud of. It is their integrity and drive that reminds us that, as attorneys, we have
a professional responsibility to use our education, skills and training for the betterment of all.
—GORDY DAVIDSON, FIRM CHAIR
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“In a case like this, our clients’ hopes and
dreams, and possibly even their lives, are
wrapped up in the outcome. Winning was a
huge relief because it really was the end of
the road for this family. Overall, working with
them was tremendously rewarding.”
—CAROLYN SLAUSON ALI

INSPIRATION

INSPIRED BY THE PLIGHT OF IMMIGRANTS
Iraqi Refugee Assistance Project What happens when a refugee’s
application for U.S. resettlement has been denied? You turn it over to a
team such as Amna Latif and Carolyn Slauson Ali. These two dedicated
Fenwick attorneys, working through the Stanford Chapter of the Iraqi
Refugee Assistance Project, successfully appealed an Iraqi family’s denied
application by helping them prove that they faced individualized persecution
in their home country. According to Amna, the case wasn’t easy or clear-cut,
and having an attorney made all the difference. The Fenwick team spent
hours interviewing the family through a translator about the events leading
to their decision to ﬂee their home country and drawing out their story to
uncover a pattern of persecution. It was a signiﬁcant pro bono victory for
Fenwick—and a life-changing outcome for the family.

LEFT: AMNA LATIF | RIGHT: CAROLYN SLAUSON ALI
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VAWA Protection Programs Doing pro bono work comes naturally to Amanda
Athanasiou. She grew up doing volunteer work, inspired by her parents who were
involved in environmental and charitable non-proﬁts. Her work helping victims
of domestic violence take advantage of the protections offered by the Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA) has been especially rewarding. Most of her clients
are women who immigrated to the U.S. illegally, sometimes as children, and
married a permanent resident or citizen. Many of them have started families here.
Subsequently, the women suffer abuse at the hands of their husbands who often try
to control them with the threat of deportation. Amanda and other Fenwick attorneys
help their clients petition to obtain legal residency and work authorization. The goal
of VAWA is to help these women and their families break the cycle of abuse and reach
a place of independence and safety. There is a lot at stake in these cases; a positive
outcome can save a life.

“I get invested in these clients and care deeply about
the outcomes. The reward is the satisfaction that
I’m in a profession and work at a ﬁrm that provides
help to those in greatest need. I’m exposed to new
areas of law and a different client demographic. It’s
a whole different skill set that helps me develop as
an attorney.” —AMANDA AT
A HANASIOU

AMANDA ATHANASIOU

these young people and what they’ve
gone through. And they’re just kids
who themselves have done nothing
illegal. They’re innocent victims of a
broken system. The DACA clinics have
a very direct and immediate impact on
their lives.” —BRYA
Y N KOHM

LEFT: BRYAN KOHM | RIGHT: EMILY GISCHE

DACA Clinics As a big proponent of immigration reform, Bryan Kohm is an enthusiastic participant in Fenwick’s frequent Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals (DACA) clinics. These one-day clinics are aimed at helping young immigrants, who were brought into the U.S. illegally by their
families, obtain the work permits and drivers’ licenses now available to them under the DACA program approved in 2012. Not surprisingly, the
application process is complicated, and there are technicalities that need to be handled properly. With the average age between 14 and 20, these young
adults need help proving residency, gathering the right documents, and making the ﬁnal decision to apply—and Fenwick attorneys have been on hand to
provide information and counsel. So far, each clinic has been fully booked and to date, more than 15 Fenwick attorneys have participated.
Bay Area Rural Justice Collaborative Responding to a meeting with Vice President Biden about the role of pro bono attorneys in delivering legal
services to the poor, Fenwick has joined with other Bay Area ﬁrms to launch the Bay Area Rural Justice Collaborative. The Collaborative was developed
to meet the goals of the Association of Pro Bono Counsel’s IMPACT Project to design innovative, sustainable solutions that increase access to free legal
services. As the ﬁrst IMPACT project to launch in the Bay Area, it offers clinics on immigration and housing.
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“The most rewarding part of working on this merger
was getting to do something for organizations that
help the homeless. We knew we played a part in
bettering the community. As corporate lawyers, it’s
not often that we get the opportunity to step in and
help in that way.” —GAURAV
A SUD

LEFT: SARAH HERMAN | RIGHT: GAURAV SUD

DEDICATION

DEDICATED TO CREATING GREATER OPPORTUNITY
Shelter Network/InnVision Merger The merger of two non-proﬁts dedicated to helping the homeless
required signiﬁcant groundwork and dedicated follow through. Gaurav Sud and Sarah Herman were just the
team to take the project to completion. As Gaurav describes it, the heavy lifting to combine Shelter Network
and InnVision the Way Home was accomplished in early 2012. However, the work was far from ﬁnished.
Taking care of the legal formalities to ﬁnalize the merger took time and effort, but the rewards were both
personal and professional. For Gaurav, working for such a dedicated group of people was a grounding
experience and an inspiration to do more for the community. Exploring the new territory of non-proﬁt
mergers was a challenging opportunity to do things in a different way. The result was the successful merger
of two worthy organizations that created efﬁciencies to help a greater number of people.

501(c)(3) Programs Helping non-proﬁts incorporate
and secure tax-exempt status has a double beneﬁt for
tax attorney Larissa Neumann. It allows her to contribute
to causes she believes in while at the same time using
her skills and time wisely. In the past year, Larissa and a
team of Fenwick attorneys have played a signiﬁcant role
in helping organizations such as Recovery Café, which
supports the homeless and hungry; Women in Health,
which provides a network and support system for women
in health care careers; and ChIPs, a non-proﬁt dedicated
to mentoring and providing opportunities for women in
patent and IP related ﬁelds. A recent addition is Cradle to
Great, which offers early childhood development programs
to disadvantaged children. Many of these programs are
focused on women; all of them have important missions.

“What I ﬁnd most
rewarding about working
with 501(c)(3)s is that
I’m using my expertise
to promote causes I feel
passionate about.”
—LARISSA NEUMANN

LARISSA NEUMANN
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MOTIVATED TO PROVIDE LEGAL COUNSEL FOR ALL

PAULINE FARMER-KOPPENOL

MOTIVATION

Right to Civil Counsel Movement Representing landlord-tenant cases is something
that Sebastian Kaplan has been involved with since the beginning of his career. So
when the San Francisco Bar Association put out a call for attorneys to participate in a
pilot project under the Right to Civil Counsel movement to help with eviction defense
cases, it was natural for him to respond. Sebastian, along with fellow attorneys
Theis Finlev, Jane Kim and Pauline Farmer-Koppenol, can be seen regularly at San
Francisco Superior Court handling eviction defense lawsuits or housing negotiation
settlements. It is a fast-paced, hands-on experience that is fulﬁlling on many levels.
“If you can help people stay in their homes and help prevent landlord abuse,” says
Theis (currently clerking for a judge in the Northern District of California), “that’s a
remarkable use of your legal skills.” Pauline describes the personal rewards: “Often,
the client takes my hand and gives me the most heartfelt thanks I’ve ever received.
And I know that in the space of an afternoon, I’ve made a difference in someone’s life.”

“Those moments when I really feel
like I’ve made my clients’ lives better
are what keep me going. It comes
with emotional turmoil and getting
wrapped up in my clients’ needs, but
overall, it’s one of the best parts of
my job.” —SEBASTIAN KAPLAN
SEBASTIAN KAPLAN

LEFT TO RIGHT: THEIS FINLEV | JANE KIM | SEBASTIAN KAPLAN | PAULINE FARMER-KOPPENOL
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COLLABORATING FOR GREATER EFFECTIVENESS
Alternative Dispute Resolution Centers As Founder and Director of the Foundation for Sustainable Rule of Law
Initiatives (FSRI), Fenwick Litigation Partner Vic Schachter takes dispute resolution and collaboration to a new level.
Having served as Project Director for Legal Reform Programs in Bangalore and New Delhi, he is now working to
create, upgrade and revitalize alternative resolution dispute centers in emerging world economies. FSRI provides
training, education, and counseling to a range of legal providers, including lawyers, judges and mediators, with
the goal of building sustainable mediation programs which achieve timely, fair and peaceful conﬂict resolution in
countries with overburdened and backlogged court systems. Fenwick is proud to support Vic’s far-reaching efforts.
VIC SCHACHTER

USPTO California Inventors Assistance Program It started with the America Invents Act and has now grown into
a burgeoning national program to help under-resourced inventors and small businesses obtain the patents they
need to turn their ideas into viable economic opportunities. Fenwick & West attorneys Stuart Meyer and SabraAnne Truesdale have been involved from the beginning in getting the California Inventors Assistance Program
up and running. Realizing the need for both non-proﬁt and corporate partners, Stuart and Sabra-Anne were
instrumental in championing the idea to California Lawyers for the Arts and Intel and coordinating the various
organizations. Later, Hewlett-Packard added its support. The program ofﬁcially launched in October 2012. To date,
more than 100 people have applied, and selected applicants will receive pro bono services from a wide network of
attorneys valued at $5,000-$15,000 per applicant.

“These aren’t life and death issues, but patent law is so complicated
that it’s nearly impossible to get a good patent without an attorney. The
clients are so grateful when you help them. This program gives them a
chance to succeed. And it gives patent attorneys a chance to give back.”
—SABRA-ANNE TRUESDALE
SABRA-ANNE TRUESDALE

Congratulations to Pro Bono Associate
of the Year, Sabra-Anne Truesdale, and
Pro Bono Partner of the Year, Stuart
Meyer, for their outstanding work on the
California Inventors Assistance Program!

COLLABORATION

CALIFORNIA INVENTORS ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (CIAP) STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS

STUART MEYER
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INNOVATING TO INCREASE ATTORNEY PARTICIPATION
Virtual Legal Services Program Technology and forward thinking go hand
in hand to make pro bono legal services available to a greater number of
worthy individuals—and making it possible for even more attorneys to offer
their time and legal expertise. Through the Virtual Legal Services Program
of the Pro Bono Project, for which Fenwick is a Founding Partner and
Visionary Sponsor, attorneys can provide volunteer services directly from
their computers at work or at home. Time is always at a premium, but now
web conferencing—made available through the partnership of major ﬁrms,
technology companies and community agencies, including Cisco—allows
attorneys and pro bono clients to work together remotely on everything from
initial consultations and the ﬁlling out of forms to the prospective longerterm goal of full representation online. This program not only saves time, it
brings much needed legal services to remote locations in rural areas that
were previously difﬁcult to serve.

“The Virtual Legal Services
Program is a great ﬁt with
Fenwick’s technology focus
and a wonderful opportunity
for Fenwick attorneys to
maximize their time and pro
bono contributions.”—JULIE PARK

INNOVATION

Share of Cost Clinics Continuing a successful collaboration, Fenwick is once again
joining forces with Facebook and the Legal Aid Society of San Mateo County to bring
Share of Cost clinics to low-income seniors and disabled adults. The clinics offer
counseling to clients on low-cost public insurance programs such as Medi-Cal and
In-Home Supportive Services. “We often are able to resolve major life crises for clinic
participants,” says Lynn Pasahow, Fenwick Litigation Partner and active volunteer.
Clinics are offered monthly, and the team has served 238 clients and contributed more
than 545 hours since the inception of the program in 2010.
LYNN PASAHOW

The Justice Bus® The Justice Bus, sponsored
by OneJustice, continues its journey with many
Fenwick attorneys and summer associates on board.
Bringing direct representation to low-income, rural
Californians, ﬁrst on this year’s itinerary was an advice
clinic in Point Reyes Station with Legal Aid of Marin
and Fenwick’s Equal Justice Works Fellow, Joanna
Schalleck-Klein. Fenwick attorneys then took the
Justice Bus to Paciﬁca with Facebook to help seniors
ﬁll out Advanced Health Care Directives in partnership
with Legal Aid of San Mateo County. Last fall, the
Justice Bus made a stop in Napa to help young
immigrants with DACA applications, and this year’s
last scheduled stop again will be at Legal Aid of Napa
to help seniors complete Power of Attorney forms.
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“Represe
enting a pro bon
no client in the
Ninth Circuit is reward
ding on many leve
els.
Personally, itt’s a nice way to serve the justice
system an
nd be part of sometthing
g bigger. And
the factt that I can develop prrofesssionallly while
doing it is just fantastic.”” —EEWA DAAVISO
SON
N

EWA DAVISON

FIGHTING FOR INDIVIDUAL JUSTICE
Ninth Circuit Appeal Ewa Davison once clerked for the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, so being back
there to argue for the privacy rights of a law student whose disability had been revealed by the law
school was like coming home. The difference, of course, was that now she was arguing before an
esteemed panel of judges for the ﬁrst time. The client had sued the law school under a variety of legal
theories, including invasion of privacy and breach of contract under California law, and the district
court had twice dismissed the complaint. Ewa and fellow Litigation Associate Enia Titova presented a
strong case. After a spirited argument, the Ninth Circuit reversed and remanded on both theories. This
is only one of many pro bono cases that Fenwick attorneys, under the supervision of Litigation Partner
Tyler Baker, have argued before the Ninth Circuit. Each one, says Ewa, makes a big difference for
those who wouldn’t otherwise be able to afford skilled representation. At the same time, it offers young
associates the opportunity to hone their writing and brieﬁng skills and obtain experience in court.

ENIA TITOVA

Washington Supreme Court Victory In a real victory for equal justice, Litigation Partner
Brian Buckley and Litigation Associate Brad Meissner, together with Legal Voice, a non-proﬁt
women’s rights legal organization, obtained a ground-breaking Washington Supreme Court
ruling that Washington courts cannot charge indigent litigants fees or costs associated with
ﬁling a case. The case involved a woman, living well below the federal poverty line, who was
being charged ﬁling fees by a county court in an action concerning a parenting plan. Failure to
pay the fees could have resulted in the dismissal of her case. Brian, Brad and Legal Voice took
the case to the Washington Supreme Court, asking it to rule that she should not have to pay any
fees—and achieved a resounding victory that will likely have a profound impact statewide.
TYLER BAKER

PHOTO: AIDAN WAKELY-MULRONEY

DETERMINATION

BRIAN BUCKLEY
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“Fenwick has been a consummate supporter, both of
me and the work that I do. And I learned so much from
Saundra Riley. The result we achieved in this case would
not have been attainable without Saundra’s help and the
ﬁrm’s backing.” —JOANNA SHALLECK-KLEIN

SAUNDRA RILEY

Workers’ Rights Fenwick & West’s sponsorship of
Equal Justice Works Fellow Joanna Shalleck-Klein
paid off handsomely for a low-wage worker in San
Rafael who had systematically been underpaid
by his employer for several years. Joanna, a
staff attorney with Legal Aid of Marin—with the
assistance of Fenwick Senior Associate Saundra
Riley—successfully achieved a settlement
for this client. For Joanna, representing lowwage workers is about developing a trusting
relationship and helping people stand up for
themselves and receive vindication. For Fenwick,
sponsoring and assisting Equal Justice Works
Fellows is about creating opportunities for young
public interest attorneys while at the same time
expanding its pro bono reach.

Providing greater justice for all is a collaborative effort. We thank all the individuals, corporations and pro bono organizations that have partnered with us over the years.
Corporate Partners

ADDITIONAL PRO BONO PARTNERSHIPS

California Inventors Assistance Program (CIAP)

Hewlett-Packard, Intel

AIDS Legal Services (ALS)

Corporate Pro Bono Clinic in a Box®

Association of Corporate Counsel
San Francisco (ACC SFBA),
Hewlett-Packard, Yahoo!

Animal Legal Defense Fund (ALDF)

CORPORATE PRO BONO PARTNERSHIPS

Citizen Schools

Cisco

Justice Bus® with OneJustice

Facebook

Lawyers in the Library with Pro Bono Project

Cisco

OneJustice Justice Bus®

Facebook

Share of Cost Clinics with Legal Aid of
San Mateo County (LASMC)

Facebook

Tax-Aid Clinics
Virtual Pro Bono Program with Pro Bono Project

BOARD, ADVISORY BOARD AND COMMITTEE
MEMBERSHIPS FOR PRO BONO ORGANIZATIONS
A Good Idea | David Michaels

Asian Law Alliance

Asian Law Alliance | Felix Lee

Asian Law Caucus

Association of Pro Bono Counsel | Julie Park

Asian Paciﬁc Islander Legal Outreach

Bar Association of San Francisco Pro Bono
Leadership Council | Kate Fritz

Astia
Bar Association of San Francisco Federal Pro Bono Project
Bay Area Legal Aid

Barristers Club of the Bar Association of San
Francisco | Sebastian Kaplan

California Lawyers for the Arts

Electronic Frontier Foundation | Andrew Bridges,
David Hayes

ACC SFBA

Electronic Frontier Foundation

Equality California Institute | Dan Brownstone

Cisco

Equal Justice Works

Foundation for Sustainable Rule of Law Initiatives |
Rajiv Patel, Vic Schachter

Foundation for Sustainable Rule of Law Initiatives (FSRI)
Justice and Diversity Center Community Organizations
Representation Project (CORP)
Kiva

Law Foundation of Silicon Valley | Lisa Kenkel
Legal Aid Employment Law Center |
Laurence Pulgram

Law Foundation of Silicon Valley

Legal Services Corporation Pro Bono Task Force |
Kate Fritz

Bar Association of San Francisco Justice and Diversity Center Eviction Defense Project

Legal Advocates for Children and Youth (LACY)

Pride Law Fund | Dan Brownstone

California Inventors Assistance Program

Legal Aid of Marin

Domestic Violence Limited Scope Representation (DVLSR) Program

Legal Aid Society of San Mateo County

Pro Bono Project Virtual Pro Bono Program
Founding Member and Steering Committee |
Julie Park

Election Protection Project

Legal Services Corporation

Lawyers in the Library

Legal Services for Children

Ninth Circuit Pro Bono Program

Legal Services for Entrepreneurs

Vice President Joe Biden IMPACT Project Rural Justice Collaborative

Legal Voice

Stanford Law School Documentary Film Program

Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA)

Stanford Law School Iraqi Refugee Assistance Program (IRAP)

Nature Conservancy

University of Washington Entrepreneurial Law Program

Paciﬁc Community Ventures

Voter Protection Project

Senior Adults Legal Assistance (SALA)

PRO BONO PROJECTS

Washington Attorneys Assisting Community Organizations
(WAACO)
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Project by Project | Niki Fang
Rural Justice Collaborative Steering Committee |
Julie Park
Santa Clara County Bar Association (SCCBA) Pro
Bono Task Force | Patrick Premo
CIAP Founding Member and Advisory Committee |
Stuart Meyer, Sabra-Anne Truesdale

For more information regarding our
pro bono work, ongoing projects and
partnership opportunities, please contact:
Julie Park
Pro Bono Director
650-335-7244
jjpark@fenwick.com
Patrick E. Premo
Litigation Partner
Chair of Pro Bono Program
650-335-7963
ppremo@fenwick.com

